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Non-Text Materials

Sample Pages of the Muncie Public Library Circulation Ledger and Book Borrower’s Register

The digitized image displayed below includes two pages of the MPL Circulation Ledger and a sample page from the Muncie Public Library. Each page of the Circulation Ledger contains columns for the patron number, the patron name, and book number. The Book Borrower’s Register contains, from left to right, the date of registration, the registrant’s number, their name, their address, and the name and address of their Guarantor. Each user of the library had to have a guarantor, or sponsor, when they joined.
Sample Page of Muncie Public Library Accession Catalog:

Each individual entry in the MPL Accession Catalog covers one line across two pages. It includes the date of accession, book (“Accession”) number, author and title, place of publication, date of publication, number of volumes, size, number of pages, type of binding, provenance, and price.